In its early days, Tidewater Basketry Guild was a branch of High Country Basketry Guild. Members from here and from Northern Virginia decided to get together for weaving and instruction. Members of the guild would teach classes. Everyone would bring a dish to share, etc. Martin Luther King weekend was chosen because that left a day to travel and recuperate from having all the fun we could stand. Our little “come-on-down-to-weave-with-us-and-bring-some-snacks” was first called Winter Weave. That event was held for about 6 years while slowly growing into more members wanting more classes for more days, and even more guilds participating… So, TBG decided to try to offer Winter Weave for the first time in a hotel where food and many classrooms were readily available and conveniently located, all in one facility. Deep into the planning stages for Winter Weave 2001, Wildwood Basketry Guild, in Ohio, informed us that we couldn’t use the name “Winter Weave”—they had it copyrighted! Thus, GUILDERS’ WEAVE was born. New event, new name, all guilders—perfect fit!

(Sam Winters, 2003)